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To "Hajnovic, Frantisek" <Frantisek.Hajnovic@ons.gov.uk>, 
Maślankowski Jacek <J.Maslankowski@stat.gov.pl>, Galia 
Stateva <GStateva@NSI.bg>, 

cc Črt Grahonja/SURS/GOV@SVN

bcc

Subject WP B webex braistorming conclusions

Dear Colleagues

Thank you very much for participating the meetings today. The purpose was to discuss preferences 
and proposals about the topics to be covered and intentions and limitations regarding the amount of 
work spent by each country on this WP. I am very pleased that we have realized that our views on the 
implementation of WP B are very aligned. Below are key findings and conclusions. Please do not 
hesitate to comment, correct or add in case I misunderstand or did not write correct.

1. We all support the idea of splitting the tasks between the partners according to their preferences : SI 
could implement web scraping development, BG could implement de-duplication developemt, PL 
could implement classification development taking into account various text miniong or machine  
learning approaches. UK could implement experimental statistic (for example Nowcasting aggregate 
levels of number of job vacancies (totals, or by industry) based on online data and the JV survey). It is 
necessary to define common development platform.

2. It is important to have access to some reliable and good quality data source. Most countries spent 
most of their time in WP1 just getting data. Partnering with Cedefop here is very desirable from this 
angle, as their methodology and data quality seems of high standard. UK is interested to contiue the 
work in this frame as well as with other available data providers .

3. Other partners will be also involved in the development of a particular field in the context of the  
formation of small work teams. Each country provide IT programmers for implementation of their 
development.

4. Participants reviewed first draft application text . Participants agreed with proposed text and tasks. 
There were no major comments.

5. The issue of producing quality framework still exists . SI will check what has already been done in 
this area under WP1. BG will send a link to possible reference examples .

6. Participants will review, comment on or complete the attached draft text as soon as possible but not 
later than by the end of this week. The goal is to submit first draft to Peter on Monday 6 Avgust. Jacek 
(PL) will communicate planed total number of days spent within 24 months for PL.

Kind regards

Tomaž
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Obstoječe elektronsko sporočilo in vse morebitne priloge predstavljajo poslovno skrivnost in so  
namenjene izključno naslovniku. Kakršnokoli razkrivanje, distribucija ali kopiranje vsebine sporočila je  
izrecno prepovedano. Če ste sporočilo prejeli pomotoma, vas prosimo, da o tem obvestite pošiljatelja, 
sporočilo pa takoj uničite. Najnovejši statistični podatki so na voljo na  www.stat.si.
 
This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or  
entity to whom they are addressed. It is strictly forbidden to disclose, distribute or copy the content of 
this message. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender by replying to this 
email and then delete it from your system. The latest statistical data are available at  



http://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/home.


